Tour de Wight Day 2
Miles Direction (è=signpost)
0
RTIR = Round The Island Route (white signs =
clockwise)
Leave the hostel and head inland along Summers
Lane. Turn left onto Court Road after half a mile. At
the end turn right onto Clayton Road. Go left then
right at the end and keep straight on A3055 until mini
roundabout. Turn left by co-op onto Hooke Hill.
2
On the causeway across the bridge and turn left onto
the cycle track RTIR (compacted gravel).
3.5 As you approach Yarmouth look out for the Old
Station and platform, keep on the cycle path to
Thorley Road, turn right.
4.5 Turn left onto Thorley St.èWellow
14
Follow the RTIR turning left past Newbridge. Go
through Newtown, Porthfield to Gurnard and along
the seafront.as you climb up from the seafront
towards Cowes, at the next T junction turn right
(signed) and right again following the RTIR signs.
16.4 From the floating bridge (chain ferry) follow the one
way system to the left .
Make your way to the roundabout at Well Road
(Waitrose), go right and follow the RTIR to Wootton.
24
At the big road junction (Cedars Pub opposite) turn
left down the High Street, over the bridge and turn
right into Firestone Copse Rd. Continue on the RTIR
to Ryde.
30
Continue on the RTIR through St Helens and into
Bembridge. Just past the windmill at the roundabout
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continue on RTIR.
At Yarbridge go straight up the hill after the traffic
lights and take the 2nd turning left, Lower Adgestone
Road.
Through Alvestone, stay on the RTIR.
When you reach Wroxall climb the hill though the
village and at the bottom of the descent look out for a
right turn near the village stores, onto Rew Lane.
Go though Upper Ventnor, and as you begin to
descend
a steep hill bending to the right, look out for a right
turn (signposted to Blackgang). Descend and take the
next right (signposted Whitwell).
At Whitwell, take the next left to Niton.
At Niton turn Left at the T junction (the stores on your
right) and next right then straight up on the Blackgang
Road.
There is a big descent at Blackgang with a roundabout
near the bottom. Take GREAT CARE here.
800m after Chale turn right off the A3055 following
RTIR.
Continue on the RTIR through Yafford and
Brightstone.
At Freshwater Bay continue down the hill with the
bay on your left, and onto Pound Green (LEAVE RITR
by the car park and go straight onto Gate Lane)
Turn right onto Middleton èYouth Hostel then left
onto Summer Lane.

